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Preface 

Two general models for the derivation of free space L band path delay from the MH370 BTO 
values have been proposed. One method is based on the 4-link round trip delay actually 
observed by Inmarsat, and the other is based on a derived value, the difference between the 
observed 4-link round trip delay to and from the AES, and the 4-link round trip delay that would 
have been observed to and from a “virtual terminal”. For the virtual terminal theory, several 
sub-theories have been proposed for the location and velocity of the virtual terminal. The 
virtual terminal might have been anywhere in principal, but the most logical and data 
consistent places are at, or near the sub-satellite point. They include: 

1. 0N, 64.5E 0AGL fixed 
2. 0N, 64.5E fixed at any of several higher altitudes 
3. Immediately below the true sub-satellite point on the surface 
4. Immediately below the true sub-satellite point at an altitude high enough to absorb the 

total system bias (K). 

All virtual terminal theories produce similar, but not identical results. The difference between 
the Round Trip Theory and Virtual Terminal option 1 above is about ±40 km. 
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Round Trip Derivation 

For Net L band delay, define the following terms: 

 TD_C= delay on C band link at time T 

 TD_L = delay on L band link at time T 

 BTO = Burst Time Offset as defined by Inmarsat 

 K = sum of all bias terms, including GES TX bias, outbound Transponder bias, AES bias, 
inbound Transponder bias, and GES Receiver bias. (a constant derived from ground 
truth at 16:00-16:28) 

Then BTO=2*TD_C + 2*TD_L + K 

Then K = BTO - 2*(TD_C +TD_L) where TD_C and TD_L are calculated for BTO times during the 
calibration period using STK to calculate the range, from which delay is computed. Once K is 
known from the calibration,  

TD_L = (BTO-2*TD_C - K)/2, where TD_C is calculated with STK for each record 

Range = TD_L * C, where C = 299,792,458 m/s 
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Virtual Terminal Derivation 

 TD_C= delay on C band link at time T 
 

 TDa_L = delay on aircraft L band link at time T 

 TDv_L = delay on virtual terminal L band link at time T 
 

 BTOa = Burst Time Offset for aircraft links 

 BTOv = Burst Time Offset for virtual terminal links 
 

 Ka = sum of all bias terms, including GES TX bias, outbound Transponder bias, AES bias, 
inbound Transponder bias, and GES Receiver bias. (a constant derived from ground truth 
at 16:00-16:28) 

 Kv = sum of all bias terms, including GES TX bias, outbound Transponder bias, AES bias, 
inbound Transponder bias, and GES Receiver bias. (a constant derived from ground truth 
at 16:00-16:28) 

 K = Ka - Kv 

Then  

 BTOa =2*TD_C + 2*TDa_L + Ka 

 BTOv =2*TD_C + 2*TDv_L + Kv 

 BTO = (BTOa – BTOv)  = (2*TDa_L + Ka) – (2*TDv_L + Kv) 

 BTO = 2*(TDa_L – TDv_L) + K 

Then K = BTO - 2*(TDa_L – TDv_L) where TDa_L and TDv_L are calculated for BTO times during 
the calibration period using STK to calculate the range, from which delay is computed. Once K is 
known from the calibration,  

TDa_L = (BTO + 2*TDv_L - K)/2, where TD_C is calculated with STK for each record 

Range = TDa_L * C, where C = 299,792,458 m/s 

 

Victor Iannello further simplifies the Virtual Terminal description as follows: 

Range = 0.5 (BTO – D)*c + Ref_range 

where D = 5000 us is the observed difference between the T and R channel BTO values when 

there is data from both channels, and Ref range is the distance between the satellite and the 

“nominal fixed location” of 0,64.5 @ MSL. 


